
MAT 145: Test #3: 50 points 
Part 2: Calculator OK! (16 points) 

Name  ________________________ Calculator Used ____________  Score _____________________ 

  

25. Here are five statements. For each statement in (a) though (e), circle one choice to indicate the statement 
is always	true, sometimes	true, or never	true. (1 pt each) 
(a) If f '(c) = 0, then f has a local maximum or a local minimum at x = c. 
 
 
 
(b) If f ''(k) = 0, then (k, f(k)) is an inflection point of the curve y = f(x). 
 
 
 
(c) If f has an absolute maximum value at x = c, then f '(c) = 0. 
 
 
 
(d) If f is a periodic function and f ' exists for all x, then f ' is periodic. 
 
 
 
(e) If x = c is a critical number of f, with f '(c) = 0 and f ''(c) > 0, 
then f has a local maximum at x = c. 
 
 
 
(f) Now choose ONE of the statements above and explain and justify your response. Be clear, specific, and 
precise! Begin by indicating which statement you are explaining. (2 pts) 
  

 always	 sometimes	 never	
	 true	 true	 true	
	
	
	
 always	 sometimes	 never	
	 true	 true	 true	
	
	
	
 always	 sometimes	 never	
	 true	 true	 true	
	
	
	
 always	 sometimes	 never	
	 true	 true	 true	
	
	
	
 always	 sometimes	 never	
	 true	 true	 true	
	



 

  

26. Solve the following problem using concepts, skills, and procedures 
of optimization. Show complete evidence and calculus justification. 
Define all variables, explaining what each variable you are using 
represents. Include a sketch, labeled with variables or algebraic 
expressions that include variables. Identify all constraints included in 
the problem. Show full evidence of your calculus-based reasoning and 
steps to solve the problem, including calculations or calculator input 
and output. Include evidence that shows you have considered any 
domain restrictions. Write a sentence to interpret the results of your 
calculations, including units. (9 pts) 

A garden plot is to be fenced. The plot is to be rectangular with an 
additional length of fence inside the rectangle that is parallel to one pair of sides of the rectangle. 
The gardener has 900 m of fence to create the rectangle and the fencing inside the rectangle. 
Determine the dimensions of the rectangle that provides the maximum area for this garden. 

labeled	sketch,	drawing,	graph	 variables	identified/described	

statement	of	optimizing	function	 domain	of	independent	variable	

calculus	evidence	 constraint	

justify	optimum	 consider	all	possibilities	for	critical	points	

correct	solution,	units	labeled	

  

 

____ 1 pt: labeled sketch, drawing, graph; 

____ 1 pt: variables identified/described; 

____ 1 pt: domain of independent variable; 

____ 1 pt: statement of optimizing function; 

____ 1 pt: constraint; 

____ 1 pt: calculus evidence; 

____ 1 pt: justify optimum;  

____ 1 pt: consider all possibilities for critical points; 

____ 1 pt: correct solution, units labeled 



 

  

Name   ___________________________________________________________________  
 
 BONUS!   BONUS!   BONUS! 
 

(I) Consider the graph of g(x) = ln x . Line L contains the origin and is tangent to g at point P. Region 
R in the first quadrant is bounded by the graphs g, L, and the x-axis. 
i. Sketch an accurate representation to show g, L, P, and region R. Label all components. (2 pts) 

ii. Determine an equation for L, represented in the form y = mx + b. Show calculus-based 
evidence. (2 pts) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(II) A car is traveling 60 miles per hour when the brakes are fully applied, producing a constant 
deceleration of 42 ft/s2. Determine the distance traveled by the car before it comes to a stop. Write 
your answer in decimal form, with at least 3-digit accuracy to the right of the decimal point. Show 
complete and specific calculus-based evidence.  (3 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(III) For 𝑦 = 𝑓 𝑥 , we know the following information. Use this information to recover f. (2 pts) 
i. 𝑓%% 𝑥 = cos 𝑥 − 2sin(𝑥), 

ii. 𝑓% 0 = 6, and that 
iii. 𝑓 𝜋 = 4𝜋 

  



 

  

 
Calculus I 
MAT 145 

Test #4: 50 points 
 

Evaluation Criteria 
 
Part I: No Calculators (34 points) 

(1) – (10): 1 pt each; no partial credit 

(11): 5 pts: Show complete, accurate, and accurately symbolized limit-definition derivation of the derivativ  

(12): 5 pts (1 pt each): Show each anti-derivative. 

(13) – (22): 1 pt each; no partial credit  

(23) – (24): 2 pts each, including (23) all exact locations, (24) global min info 

 

Part II: Calculators May Be Used (16 points) 

(25) 7 pts: (a) through (e) 1 pt each; (f) 2 pts (correct and complete response to include appropriate calculus-

based evidence and accurate description that links your evidence to your conclusions) 

(26) 9 pts: see criteria list in box on question page 

BONUS! Provide complete and accurate solutions with justifications. 

(I) 4 pts: correct and justified responses as described 

(II) 3 pts: correct and justified responses as described 

(III)  2 pts: correct and justified responses as described 


